### WorldShare® License Manager

**January 2020**

#### Just Released

**Now you can:**
- Harvest COUNTER 5 title turn-away and database reports
- Allow users to select their preferred language when responding to trial surveys

**Detailed enhancements:**
- COUNTER 5 SUSHI and manual-upload support for TR_J2, TR_B2, and DR_D1
- Trial survey translations available for all languages supported in WMS

#### Jan – Mar 2020

**You will be able to:**
- Customize lead-time for license renewal and expiration alerts
- Harvest COUNTER 5 database turnaway reports

**Detailed enhancements:**
- Configure lead time for license-expiring and renewal-approaching alerts
- COUNTER 5 SUSHI and manual-upload support for DR_D2

#### Apr – Jun 2020

**You will be able to:**
- Manage custom COUNTER 5 SUSHI vendor connections
- Harvest COUNTER 5 consortia reports from vendors

**Detailed enhancements:**
- Test and manage COUNTER 5 vendor connections which are not already present within the harvester
- Consortial sharing and report aggregation of COUNTER 5 harvests

#### Jul – Sept 2020

**You will be able to:**
- Harvest COUNTER 5 open-access and year-of-publication usage reports

**Detailed enhancements:**
- COUNTER 5 harvest support for OA and YOP versions of the TR and BR reports

---

Read about latest release [here](#).

DISCLAIMER: The enhancements in this roadmap are subject to change without prior notice should circumstances require it.